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Today Baby toys are not just meant just to keep babies busy but they are a tool to help in the
physical and mental development of the child. Selecting a toy for your baby can be a confusing task.
There are certain things that you need to always keep in mind when purchasing a new toy for your
child. The most important thing is to keep the safety of the child in the mind. For this the toy should
be made of soft material and should not have any breakable or detachable part to avoid any injury
to the child. Moreover, babies have the habit of putting things in the mouth so the toy should not be
too small in size as it can cause choking.

The brand you choose is also vital to ensure that the product does not contain any toxic material or
chemical. The toy you choose should be easily washable at home as babies are susceptible to
infections.

Unlike in olden times today, toys are manufactured according to age groups. You should keep your
babyâ€™s ages in mind. The toys for babies under two are activity tables, pull toys, busy boxes, musical
toys and noise makers.  You need to read the instruction manual to know whether the toy is suitable
for your child. As the child grows he/she learns to coordinate things, walk, and speak so you need to
keep updating the toys. Make sure the baby toy is colourful to attract the attention of your child.

Apart form this; you can even find different toys for girls and boys. Girlâ€™s toys include dolls, play
house whereas for boys it is cars, airplanes, tanks, superhero cartoon charters.

The internet is flooded with websites from where you can buy baby toys online. On such websites all
the toys are clearly categorized and described. You can know about the material used, brand,
benefit of using them, safety measures to keep in mind and so on. The main advantage of
purchasing them online is that you can easily get different shopping deals to suit your needs and
budget. The toy you choose will be delivered at your door. You need to check on the reliability of the
e store from where you are purchasing the toy, their return policy and mode of payment.

So, next time you want to buy a new toy for your child do keep these things in mind.
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